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Another two ROTOCONTROL RSC
Slitter/Rewinders for ROTOCON
South Africa continues to invest in ROTOCONTROL finishing machines, including a leading
packaging manufacturer.

CAPE TOWN, South Africa (July 22, 2013) – ROTOCON, the local agent in South Africa
for ROTOCONTROL/LeoMat brand of leading-edge finishing machines, today
announced the sale of two new ROTOCONTROL RSC slitter/rewinders this month. One
RSC finishing machine was sold to a leading packaging manufacturer.
A third RSC equipped with an AVT Helios First and Domino Inkjet for sequence
numbering was also successfully installed at a South African converter. The installation
was led by William White, a ROTOCON Service Technician recently engaged to increase
local support and service of ROTOCONTROL finishing machines and the other
ROTOCON principals in South Africa including MPS
and Advanced Vision Technology (AVT).
The RSC slitter/rewinder, ROTOCONTROL’s flagship
finishing machine, offers a full suite of standard
features in an economical, compact, extremely
robust solution designed to maximize operator
efficiency with minimal time in set-up. The two RSC
configurations included a strobe light, the advanced
vertical vacuum splice table with integrated waste
rewind, and the AVT Helios 100% inspection
ROTOCONTROL RSC Slitter/Rewinder
technology system.
Patrick Aengenvoort, Director of ROTOCON comments: “It has been a successful year
for ROTOCON with all of the principals we represent including ROTOCONTROL, MPS,
Pantec GS Systems, and Advanced Vision Technology (AVT). With the addition of
William White to our service team, we are well-positioned to locally support our
customers. We look forward to meeting many of our customers and new South African
printers at the Labelexpo Europe exhibition in Brussels this September.”
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ROTOCON provides consulting and service to South Africa label converters in the
narrow web industry. Representing industry-leading brands including ROTOCONTROL,
MPS, Pantec GS Systems, and Advanced Vision Technology (AVT), ROTOCON also
provides on-site service, spare parts, and refurbished equipment. We are committed to
providing exceptional customer service and after-sales support.
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